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Mobile Technology Use
Among Shoppers Rises
as Retail Habits Change,
Synchrony Financial
Study Finds

Consumers Consider Procedure and Costs
Equally in Making Elective Healthcare Decisions
Confident Back-To-School Shoppers Still Look
for Best Values, Synchrony Financial Study
Finds
Synchrony Financial Grows Presence in Char‐
lotte with New Oﬃces
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Retailers can differentiate themselves with integrated
mobile strategies
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Millennials have a ton of stock. They just don't
know …
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Families face tough decisions as cost of elder
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cial (NYSE:SYF), a
premier consumer

Shopping related tasks on mobile continue to climb.
(Graphic: Business Wire) Multimedia Gallery URL

financial services
company with 80 years of retail heritage, today released find‐
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ings from its 2015 Digital Study that further confirm the impor‐
Recommended Games

tance of a comprehensive mobile strategy for retailers to eﬀec‐
tively engage shoppers and enhance the customer experience.
This Smart News Release features multimedia. View the full re‐
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lease here: http://www.businesswire.‐
com/news/home/20150720005641/en/
The survey, conducted in March and April 2015 with nearly 7,000
Synchrony Bank cardholders and random shoppers nationwide,
gathered insights on how customers view mobile technology for
shopping and what they expect in their mobile retail experience.
Key findings of the third annual study include:

Hollywood’s new money grows in a China
grove

Almost 50% of survey respondents are now shopping using
a mobile device.
Almost one-third are purchasing a product after seeing it on
social media.
Approximately one-third of survey respondents indicate that

Credit Cards Are Now Oﬀering 0%
APR Through 2017
Sponsored CompareCards.com

text oﬀers would drive an incremental shopping visit.
Value propositions, including free shipping, loyalty programs
and personalized oﬀers, continue to be important.
Results show that the use of mobile technology by shoppers
continues to climb, with adoption growing among key segments
of the population – 45% of all respondents said they used a mo‐
bile device to perform a shopping-related task (researching,
sharing, purchasing and reviewing) in 2015, up four percent from
2014, and nine percent from 2013.

Baidu and JD.com winners in China slow‐
down: Munster

As mobile usage increases among all shoppers and across all
devices, retail habits are changing. Mobile device usage for pur‐
chases is steadily increasing – 18% of respondents now report
using a mobile device to make a purchase, up from 16% in
2014, and 12% in 2013.
Social media continues to be an important channel for retailers
to drive sales and engage with customers. With 85% of con‐
sumers accessing social media and 45% following brands via

Teva-Allergan deal; Burger King beat;
Facebook web move

social media channels, social media is important to driving en‐
gagement. Thirty percent of all age groups report purchasing a
product after seeing it on social media and the numbers are
higher for younger shoppers – 52% of Millennials and 42% of
Gen Xers.
Holders of Syn‐
chrony Bank retail
credit cards are
more digitally-en‐
abled than other
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(+72%). Cardholders also have more access to mobile technolo‐
gy, making them particularly important to a retailer’s overall mar‐

Sony Pictures buys rights to Emoji movie:
Weird business news

keting strategy. The study shows:
85% of retail cardholders own a smartphone v. 69% of ran‐
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dom national sample.
69% of retail cardholders own a tablet v. 45% of random na‐
tional sample.
64% of retail cardholders own a smartphone and tablet v.
37% of random national sample.
“It’s clear from our research that shoppers across every segment
are becoming more mobile-enabled and savvy, using all digital
resources available to them to shop and purchase in and out of
the store,” said Toni White, chief marketing oﬃcer, Synchrony Fi‐
nancial. “Retailers who focus on creating an integrated customer
experience across all channels can diﬀerentiate themselves.”
Tips for retailers to engage digital customers start with satisfying
the needs of omni-channel shoppers for a simple and easy ex‐
perience and a website that is optimized regardless of the device
a customer is using. In addition to responsive design, factors in‐
fluencing shopper interest and loyalty include: enhanced wish
lists; drag & drop clipboards; and custom alerts, signaling a sale

Call of the day: Microsoft could hit $70
EPS

or availability of their favorite item. These steps can provide im‐
mediate and personalized oﬀers that reward shoppers for their
loyalty.
The Synchrony Financial Market Research team provides in‐
sights into consumer attitudes and perceptions toward the retail
brand, products and platforms to improve customer satisfaction.
Through the Synchrony Connect program, Synchrony Financial
partners can connect with subject matter experts to gain knowl‐
edge and expertise in noncredit areas that help them grow, lead

Cable TV Is Dying. Here's What
Comes Next
Sponsored The Motley Fool

and operate their business. More information can be found at
www.SynchronyFinancial.com.
About Synchrony Financial
Synchrony Financial (NYSE: SYF), formerly GE Capital Retail Fi‐
nance, is one of the nation’s premier consumer financial services
companies. Our roots in consumer finance trace back to 1932,
and today we are the largest provider of private label credit
cards in the United States based on purchase volume and re‐

Gold May Slump to $800 on Market Fun‐
damentals, Price Says

ceivables*. We provide a range of credit products through pro‐
grams we have established with a diverse group of national and
regional retailers, local merchants, manufacturers, buying
groups, industry associations, and healthcare service providers
to help generate growth for our partners and oﬀer financial flexi‐
bility to our customers. Through our partners’ over 300,000 loca‐
tions across the United States and Canada, and their websites
and mobile applications, we oﬀer our customers a variety of
credit products to finance the purchase of goods and services.
Our oﬀerings include private label and co-branded Dual Card
credit cards, promotional financing and installment lending, loy‐

4 Stocks, 4 trades: UBS, DKS, QCOM, &
BBY

alty programs and FDIC-insured savings products through Syn‐
chrony Bank. More information can be found at www.synchrony‐
financial.com and twitter.com/SYFNews.
*Source: The Nilson Report (April, 2015, Issue # 1062) - based
on 2014 data.
Topics: Retail, credit cards, shopping, mobile commerce, mobile
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Neal Dingmann and team upgraded
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Energy (CHK) to Buy from Neutral today, in part, be‐
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cause they see the potential for a sale of the struggling oil & gas
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